QUESTION COMMENTS:
I would be in community, want to be a mentor, grow in life experiences.

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT/AWARENESS COMMENTS:
- Organizing and planning events - leadership skills, can be both strengths and weaknesses
- Communicate large group of people, hearing voice

DIVERSITY/MULTICULTURALISM COMMENTS:
1. Living in curricular REACH - underrepresented, involve at least buddy, dip more into that community
2. Set back and assess the situation and figuring things out, important pull to the side, try to be positive, be part of the community, talk about them, going inside them

COMMUNITY BUILDING COMMENTS:
1. Help to be personally invite and conversation, get involved, be part of next step.
2. Share examples of her life, opportunities, challenging them to go to other events, form friendships
STUDENT CONDUCT COMMENTS:
1. Disrupt - still developing a good role and following them. See they are in place for a reason, good standing.

CONFLICT MEDIATION COMMENTS:
2. Summer Camp as Camp Counselor - Some people not following rules, approach - higher leader about the situation, could be negative on other people, end on best

LEADERSHIP/TEAMWORK COMMENTS:
3. Camper who was homesickness actually went home felt like a failure - at time to accept the feet, she tried with the next camper to make it thrive, had to do something about it.

ACADEMICS COMMENTS:
4. Office Hours - like the 1:1, very helpful, writing center helps.

LIVING LEARNING COMMUNITIES COMMENTS:
6. Arts - Theater major, dance for 14 years.
A) Audition Workshop - for staff to help tips and choose in committee,
B) Megan Gigity - Speaker - provide an event, Q&A, being insightful
C) Open Mic Night - Showcase of talents, popcorn, being informal, performances, bond friendship
D) Dynamic Duo Date Night - Duo Costume and attend shows promoting issues in society, bringing up hard

6. Not only fly - going to people's room, doodle calendar, opportunities to bring

2) Shutter bugs - Photographer at her camp - essential to capture memories

3) Standing Ovation - Similar to Arts and in Standing O.U.C how
CLOSING QUESTIONS: (Write down questions the candidate asks of you)

- Policy in the residences and security regulation

- Questions: None

GENERAL COMMENTS:
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Average Candidate with very short responses.  
Don't feel she truly knows the RBT position.  
Would highly encourage her to look into RBT or other leadership roles to gain more experience.
**STARTER QUESTION COMMENTS:**

1. Love being in college. Have been a mentor in the past. Really enjoyed about people to help others.

**PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT/AWARENESS COMMENTS:**

1. Organize events and plan days
   - Leadership Skill
2. Communicate with large groups of people. Get peoples view points

**DIVERSITY/MULTICULTURALISM COMMENTS:**

1. REACH in Stanley and rep in our communities have had expressed many feeling. When feel they could use more support

2. Step back to assess the situation. Later that day any time back I have a talk about very quickly. If they want to be a part of that column is speak out every single other year. And for my own self balance stuff.

**COMMUNITY BUILDING COMMENTS:**

1. Personally invite them to something. Get to know them a little by one excited about

2. Short personal example maybe no just thing to be other way they can get involved in. Talk about pride one.
STUDENT CONDUCT COMMENTS:
0. Behave with enough respect. Let them know they are not to help protect.

CONFLICT MEDIATION COMMENTS:
0. Worked as a camp counselor, went following routine. Appear to their supervisor and shared what happened. Tried to shut off brain to figure out what could be done.

LEADERSHIP/TEAMWORK COMMENTS:
3. Campers were new, felt like I failed when campers came to go home. Felt bad about try to come to no bad. Next time we would try to stray to place environment.

ACADEMICS COMMENTS:
3. Other News: Writing Center, tutors

LIVING LEARNING COMMUNITIES COMMENTS:
1. LACS
   - Annual Workshop
   - Fun Event w/Megan Gogarty
   - Open Mic (Cornwall popcorn) Night
   - Dynamic Duo Date Night

3. Talking to them in advanced - send out email / direct in person to tell them

6. Shutter BGs
   - Has been paid for
   - Bar printer

Standing O: 
   See if u can
   Sing / dance etc
CLOSING QUESTIONS: (Write down questions the candidate asks of you)

Φ Policies in my halls regulations
Φ None

GENERAL COMMENTS:

Phil was very energetic but lacked understanding of what his RA role was.

I would love to see him get involved with CARTH or HSC really next year.
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